Import Financial Plan Data
How-To Guide

Applies to:
S/4HANA Cloud Edition (as of Release 1711)
S/4HANA OnPremise Edition with
SAP BPC Optimized for S/4HANA (as of Release 1709)
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Summary
SAP customers who use S/4HANA (Cloud or OnPremise) frequently need to bring
externally created financial plan data into the system.
This How-To Guide focuses on how to pre-populate the file to be imported in order to
speed-up the planning process.
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Business Scenario
SAP customers want to monitor the performance of their company. For this purpose,
they run reports which contain actual data and plan data, as well as the
corresponding deviations.
The process of creating adequate plan values is time consuming: Experts analyze
past events and discuss potential future scenarios. At the same time the strategic
direction of a company must also be reflected in the financial plan data.
Once the experts have agreed on a set of figures, the data must be entered into the
ERP system for further processing. This part of the process is not value added and
thus shall be as efficient as possible.
One way which is frequently used to speed-up the process is to download historic
data into an XLS spreadsheet. This way a fairly complete list is created which serves
as basis for the future plan data: the leading dimensions for the plan are already
listed. The user can focus on capturing the financial figures.
The example scenario describes how this automation can be achieved in S/4HANA.
It is applicable to Cloud and OnPremise systems in the same way.

Background Information
What are the pain points – what are the circumstances which hinder the user from
quickly entering plan data and uploading them to S/4HANA ? Among other:
-

The list of master data is long and keying them in takes time
Master Data and their combinations are unknown / not valid
Period buckets need to be created manually
Large amount of historic data

The process that we will describe in this How-To Guide shall help to overcome these
downsides. The envisaged data flow is shown in a simplified way in figure 1:

Figure 1: Data flow
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The process roughly consists of the following steps which is shown in figure 2:
1) Execute the report and adopt column layout
2) Download to XLS
3) Apply period 1-12 enhancement and enter plan data
4) Transform column  row based layout
5) Save in CSV format and upload

Figure 2: Adaptation steps

Step-by-Step Procedure
The example that we will use is based on a standard cost center planning scenario: A
central controller of an enterprise has been asked to collect the financial plan data
and to upload them into S/4HANA. This is a lot of work. Instead of typing all relevant
cost center – account combinations manually into an empty XLS sheet, he decides to
let S/4HANA do part of this work for him.
The system shall create a full list of cost center – account combinations. If possible,
past year actuals are already contained so that he can use them as reference. After
recording the plan data, he adopts the format of the file so that he can upload them to
S/4HANA. The steps in detail are:
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Step 1: Execute Cost Center Plan/Actuals Report
Logon to your S/4HANA system and click on the Reporting Fiori tile labeled “Cost
Centers Plan/Actual”

In the select options of the report enter a suitable year / company code / plan
category etc.

Hint for “OnPremise Customers”:
In some cases, it is very useful to use a report that has the attribute “Master Data
Driven” active. That means, that for all (!) combinations of cost center and accounts a
line will be shown – even an empty one. In some cases, this is beneficial for planning
on combinations which did not have actual data in the past. (This option is not
available in Cloud CDS reporting).

You may want to exclude certain cost centers (statistical postings or blank values or
specific values), etc. You can do this by using the “Filter” functionality:
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You may also restrict the columns to only show actual and plan data in company
code currency as you do not need the global currency information (you do this also in
the “Filters” section. Just scroll down the list to “Key Figures”:

You may now also remove the “Is statistical information and add the fiscal period to
the columns:
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Your report looks like this after removing the statistical information :….

(Optionally you may also drop the “Company Code” and the “Currency Key” to the
columns. We did not do it in this example  We will add this information later
manually in the XLS workbook).

As it is not possible to upload totals values, we remove the “Result” lines from the
report:
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…. and finally like this, after adding the periods to the columns:

Step 2: Export to Excel
After including / excluding suitable / unsuitable details to the report, you can now
download it by pressing the “Export to Excel” option which is a bit hidden in the lower
right corner of the screen:

The “raw” workbook looks like this:
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The workbook which we have just downloaded contains by default these 2 sheets:

We will enhance them and/or rename them in the following chapters.
 We rename the first sheet (XTab DS_1 CROSSTAB) to
“1__S4_Original_Download”

Step 3: Adopt Planning Workbook to meet Usability Standards
Polish the format the workbook to meet your usability requirements. If not all actual or
plan columns are available, you may add the columns manually here. That goes fast
and is not complicated. If your report does not contain th2 12 periods with plan data –
add them manually in the XLS sheet (in a new sheet labeled 2__S4_Polished).
Example:

As we store the nice-looking version of the report data in a dedicated sheet
(2__S4_Polished), the structure of the workbook now looks like this:
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Step 4: Make yourself familiar with the upload file structure
The workbook is now in a state that can be used for planning.
After all plan data have been filled-in, you need to convert the nice Excel into the
CSV file which is “uploadable” in the “Import Financial Plan Data” app. Open the app
and download a CSV sample file for cost center planning.

The structure of the CSV template file for cost center planning is this:

Keep in mind, that the main difference is the fact that your CSV file needs one row
per period (not one column !). For further information on this app (specially on the
meaning of the “X” in line 3) , please check the online help here.

We store the CSV version of the report a separate sheet (3__CSV_Work), the
structure of the workbook now looks like this:
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Step 5: Adopt the Excel workbook to the layout of the CSV file
Now it is time to remove formatting and unnecessary information so that the
workbook can be saved as CSV file :



To reach this goal, follow these steps:
a) In your existing nice workbook open a new sheet (3__CSV_Work ) and fill the
first 3 lines in the identical way as given in the template.

In line 4, enter e.g. “PLN” for the category, “0L” for the ledger and “2017” for
fiscal year and then autofill-down these three columns for eg 20 rows (or
whichever values meet your business requirements). Make sure that the year
remains 2017 and is not being increased.
b) In this step we will create 12 period-lines – even if the original report only
containd e.g. 5 lines due to the lack of postings. To achieve this, postion the
cursor in the “POPER” column and enter this formula in row 4:
=INDEX(2__S4_Polished!S:AD;15;MOD(ROW()-4;12)+1)
where
“S4_Polished” is the name of the sheet that contains the polished S4 report.
“S:AD” is the column interval containing the plan posting period.
“15” is the row containing the posting periods
and the following logical statement generates integers 1 to 12
Autofill-down this formula, resulting in:
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c) Now we go for the company. We do this by positioning the cursor in the
“RBUKRS” column in row 4 an typing the formula: =2__S4_Polished!$D$8
where the “$” signs prevent the rows and the columns from being increased
when doing the autofill-down. Autofill-down this formula, results in:

d) The cost center column again needs to follow the structure of the original
report but alwas for 12 months. We achieve it by using this formula:
=INDEX(2__S4_Polished!B:B;(ROW()-4)/12+16;1)
The autofill-down of this formula, results in:
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e) The account dimension is the last master data column to create. The formula
is very similar to the one for the cost center:
=INDEX(2__S4_Polished!D:D;(ROW()-4)/12+16;1)
The autofill-down of this formula, results in:

f) Column G shall contain the plan amounts. We gather them from the polished
sheet by using this formula:
=INDEX(2__S4_Polished!S:AD;(ROW()-4)/12+16;MOD(ROW()-4;12)+1)

g) The core information to be transposed so that it fits to the upload-CSV-formatrequirements is the plan amount. It has been recorded by the controller in the
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“polished” sheet of the workbook. Now it needs to be shown in row-based
format. We do this by applying the formula:
=INDEX(2__S4_Polished!S:AD;(ROW()-4)/12+16;MOD(ROW()-4;12)+1)
Which after the autofill-down leads to this information (do not forget to apply
show decimals in the number format for the amounts afterwoods.) :

h) Last step is easy: the currency key is a fixed value for the entire file (at least if
your plan data belong to a single company code). In this case you may directly
type it in or alternatively use the autofill-down functionality in the same way as
we did for the company code: =2__S4_Polished!$D$12

Now, your upload process can start.
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Step 6: Upload the CSV file.
Now it is time to prepare the upload itself. For security reasons you now should
create a copy of your file in original XLSX format. Reason: CSV cannot save multiple
sheets of a workbook. Your polished report etc. would get lost.
Once done, there is not much left to do. Just choose: File  Save as  CSV format.
You may ignore the warning-pop-up if you already created backup-file.
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Closing Remarks
Cube versus ACDOCP (OnPremise customers only)
The data that are brought into the S/4HANA system by using the “Import Financial
Plan Data” app is always stored in a plan line items table called “ACDOCP”
(Accounting Documents Plan) only. Never in the BPC Optimized plan data cube
“R01”. This holds true, independently of the settings of the variable
/ERP/P_0INFOPROV.
You must keep this in mind when running a report to verify the correctness of the
import. In case the variable points to the cube, the report will not be able to show
your plan values. A description on how to set the variable is shown in the Appendix
section of this guide.
Cloud customers do not have to worry about this technical topic.

Performance
The excel upload through the app “Import Financial Plan Data” is not designed to
import huge volumes of plan data. Start small. It may be wise not to import all plan
data within a single file. This approach makes a wise use of the “X” (referred-to in the
documentation as “Planning Scope” or “Deletion Scope”) in line 3 of the CSV file
necessary, to avoid data loss. Make yourself familiar through standard
documentation.
An alternative to the file-import may be to import plan data through a self-developed
interface (OnPremise customers only). For this purpose, SAP delivers a “WRITE –
API” which has been released for customer use. This method allows you to bring plan
data into your ERP system without (at least reduced) manual intervention.

Custom logic vs. Standard logic
Another important aspect when using the above-mentioned app is the validation &
postprocessing of data. When using the app, plan data are validated & checked for
completeness in a standard way. Also, the derivations are performed in standard
mode. The alternative “WRITE-API” allows you to build-in additional customerspecific logic which is not possible in the “Import Financial Plan Data” app.

We hope this guide helped you to increase the quality of your planning process.
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Appendix
Sample Workbook
This is the Excel Workbook used in this document:
(or contact Steffen.Vollmert@sap.com to obtain a copy)

Sample Excel File

Overview screen shot of the excel workbooks
Sheet “1__S4_Original_Download” shows the original file without manipulations
just as downloaded from S/4HANA :
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Sheet “2_S4_Polished” shows the user-friendly version of the same data. This
adaptation is a manual step and takes between 1 and 2 hours :

Sheet “3_CSV_Work” shows the file in a structure that is ready to be saved in CSV
format and ready for upload.
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Persistency Option in S/4HANA On Premise to store plan data
The following graph shows how you can change the location in which the system
stores the plan data. Both locations have advantages and disadvantages. Contact
your SAP consultant for further evaluations.
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